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How far should you go to make a profit? Infoquake, the debut novel by David Louis Edelman, takes speculative fiction
into alien territory: the corporate boardroom of the far future. It's a stunning trip through the trenches of a technological
war fought with product demos, press releases, and sales pitches. Natch is a master of bio/logics, the programming of
the human body. He's clawed and scraped his way to the top of the bio/logics market using little more than his wits. Now
his sudden notoriety has brought him to the attention of Margaret Surina, the owner of a mysterious new technology
called MultiReal. Only by enlisting Natch's devious mind can Margaret keep MultiReal out of the hands of High Executive
Len Borda and his ruthless armies. To fend off the intricate net of enemies closing in around him, Natch and his
apprentices must accomplish the impossible. They must understand this strange new technology, run through the
product development cycle, and prepare MultiReal for release to the public—all in three days. Meanwhile, hanging over
everything is the specter of the infoquake, a lethal burst of energy that's disrupting the bio/logic networks and threatening
to send the world crashing back into the Dark Ages. With Infoquake, David Louis Edelman has created a fully detailed
world that's both as imaginative as Dune and as real as today's Wall Street Journal.
Poetry. In DEMOCRACY IS NOT FOR THE PEOPLE, Josef Kaplan takes up extreme forms of political speech and other
"heterogeneous" discourses of the present to address the culture of advanced capitalism in the voice of its own
transcendent violence. Assassination threats, the farewell letters of political suicides by self-immolation, pulp science
fiction, journalistic accounts of Palestinian bombings, origami instructions, bland reports on the controversies surrounding
autonomous robotic weapons systems—in DINFTP, these and other unassimilable elements become the sources for a
series of errant, self-winding mashups that can neither be rejected outright, because of their powerfully sculpted quality,
nor fully absorbed as artistic work.
Collects Amazing Spider-Man (1963) #194-195, 204-205, 226-227. Acrobatic adventures by some of yesteryear’s top
names! Is she heroine, criminal or both? What motivates her madcap mischief? That’s for the Black Cat to know and
Spider-Man to find out in his first fights with one his most famous femme fatales!
The distinguished poet, novelist, and critic offers two personal meditations on the interrelationships among American
democracy, conceptual and actual, the making of art, and the diminishing notion of selfhood crucial to both
100 positions for sensational sex, from the world's super-sexpert 100 Hot Sex Positions is guaranteed to provide a sexual
revelation for any couple. With Tracey Cox's 15 years of experience, you can now explore her top 100 sexual adventures
designed to offer ultimate satisfaction. Steamy photographs present every position with Tracey's trademark warm, witty
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advice, telling you exactly how to do it, what to expect and how to make it the best you've ever had. Features positions
and adventures for any mood - from cheeky and kinky, to slow and romantic. Tick off every one on the special checklist,
charting you and your partner's progress to true sexpertise. Makes the perfect gift - whether you want to treat your
partner to something special, or mutually achieve sexual satisfaction and intimacy.
Classic pasta dishes from America’s 1st and most beloved master chef Whether you’re entertaining guests or simply
cooking for 1, pasta is sure to delight. The ultimate comfort food, it can be found in the cuisines of nearly every culture.
James Beard, heralded by the New York Times as “the dean of American cookery” enriches our understanding of this
culinary staple with his collection of recipes and commentary on store-bought versus homemade pasta, wine pairings,
choosing the perfect cheese, and other insights. From familiar spaghetti entrées to more adventurous fare, such as udon
noodle soup and spätzle, Beard brings meals from all over the globe into the home chef’s kitchen. Under the guidance of
America’s original gastronomic genius, the basic noodle is elevated in dishes such as basil lasagna, Portuguese fish
stew with orzo, and cheddar angel hair soufflé. Beard on Pasta is full of easy-to-follow recipes, along with tips on
preparation, sauce, and serving that you’ll be eager to try. This comprehensive cookbook provides all the tools you need
to make delectable and unforgettable pasta for any occasion.
Using a simple approach to help kids master the basics of the Spanish language, this workbook concentrates on
sentence structure, vocabulary, pronunciation, and verbs. Packed with activities that teach sight-reading and translation
skills. Reproducible. Consumable.
One of the most important and exciting trends in web development in recent years is the move towards single page
applications, or SPAs. Instead of clicking through hyperlinks and waiting for each page to load, the user loads a site once
and all the interactivity is handled fluidly by a rich JavaScript front end. If you come from a background in ASP.NET
development, you’ll be used to handling most interactions on the server side. Pro Single Page Application Development
will guide you through your transition to this powerful new application type. The book starts in Part I by laying the
groundwork for SPA development. You’ll master some JavaScript techniques that will come in useful later on, and get to
know the building blocks of a single page application, including modules, routing and MV* frameworks. In Part II, you’ll
build the client for your application. This is where the magic happens, as the authors take you through the process step
by step. Backbone.js is the ideal library for demonstrating SPA development in practice, but you can apply the same
principles with other frameworks in your future applications. Part III takes you through the process of building the server
side of your application using ASP.NET Web API, and hooking up the two parts of your application to create a working
whole. SPA development also comes with its own particular challenges, including tracking history, user interface
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performance, and how to handle search engine optimization. In the final chapters, the authors guide you through some of
these issues and advanced techniques and finish by showing you how to deploy your application. As SPAs become the
de facto standard of web application development, the in-depth Pro Single Page Application Development will be your
one-stop shop for creating fluid, modern applications on the web.
Selected by Choice magazine as an Outstanding Academic Title Are the principles set forth in the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights truly universal? Or, as some have argued, are they derived exclusively from Western philosophic
traditions and therefore irrelevant to many non-Western cultures? Should a state's claims to indigenous traditions, and
not international covenants, determine the scope of rights granted to its citizens? In his strong defense of the Declaration,
Reza Afshari contends that the moral vision embodied in this and other agreements is a proper response to the abuses
of the modern state. Asserting that the most serious violations of human rights by state rulers are motivated by political
and economic factors rather than the purported concern for cultural authenticity, Afshari examines one particular state
that has claimed cultural exception to the universality of human rights, the Islamic Republic of Iran. In his revealing case
study, Afshari investigates how Islamic culture and Iranian politics since the fall of the Shah have affected human rights
policy in that state. He exposes the human rights violations committed by ruling clerics in Iran since the Revolution,
showing that Iran has behaved remarkably like other authoritarian governments in its human rights abuses. For more
than two decades, Iran has systematically jailed, tortured, and executed dissidents without due process of law and
assassinated political opponents outside state borders. Furthermore, like other oppressive states, Iran has regularly
denied and countered the charges made by United Nations human rights monitors, defending its acts as authentic
cultural practices. Throughout his study, Afshari addresses Iran's claims of cultural relativism, a controversial thesis in the
intense ongoing debate over the universality of human rights. In prison memoirs he uncovers the actual human rights
abuses committed by the Islamic Republic and the sociopolitical conditions that cause or permit them. Finally, Afshari
turns to little-read UN reports that reveal that the dynamics of power between UN human rights monitors and Iranian
leaders have proven ineffective at enforcing human rights policy in Iran. Critically analyzing the state's responses, Afshari
shows that the Islamic Republic, like other oppressive states, has regularly denied and countered the charges made by
UN human rights monitors, and when denials were patently implausible, it defended its acts as authentic cultural
practices. This defense is equally unconvincing, since it lacked domestic cultural consensus.
The Science Focus Second Edition is the complete science package for the teaching of the New South Wales Stage 4
and 5 Science Syllabus. The Science Focus Second Edition package retains the identified strengths of the highly
successful First Edition and includes a number of new and exciting features, improvements and components.
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OGT Exit Level Reading Workbook prepares students for the reading portion of the Ohio Graduation Test. Samples from
similar tests provide plenty of practice and students learn to take multiple choice tests on their comprehension of what
they read. Students learn to evaluate their own short answers to targeted questions, and learn from other students'
responses to similar questions. This book is suitable for students in all states who need to take a reading exam for
graduation or course completion.
The QRI-5 has long led the field in offering students and teachers alike a reliable and easy-to-use informal assessment
instrument. This Fifth Edition continues to emphasize authentic assessment of children's reading abilities, from the most
emergent readers to advanced readers. One of the keys to the success of the QRI-5 is that it contains narrative and
expository passages at each pre-primer through high school level. All are self-contained selections highly representative
of the structure and topic of materials found in basal readers and content-area textbooks. This new edition includes new
narrative texts that are even easier than the pre-primer passages previously included. At the same time, it provides
graded word lists and numerous passages designed to assess the oral reading, silent reading, or listening
comprehension of a student as well as questions to assess prior knowledge. Instructors can measure comprehension by
retelling passages, using implicit and explicit questions, and using other devices. What's New in the QRI-5? # Narrative
texts even easier than the pre-primer passages previously included, as well as another narrative to all primary grade
levels. # Passages at pre-primer through second grade levels that are presented with and without pictures. # Map and
illustrations as part of expository selections at fourth through high school levels. # Accompanying DVD content has been
expanded to include * Examples of students reading orally * Scored protocols to accompany readings * Directions for
administering each segment of the QRI * Tables/Charts that increase consistency of administration, scoring, and
interpretation * All student and examiner copies
The leading Latin course worldwide Book I begins in the city of Pompeii shortly before the eruption of Vesuvius. The
Worksheet Masters for Book I features exercises to consolidate Latin vocabulary, accidence and syntax; develop
language awareness with work on Latin derivations; test aural comprehensionl and extend knowledge of the Roman
world.
Your Guide to the 10 Best of Everything in Seoul Discover the best of everything South Korea's capital city has to offer
with the essential DK Eyewitness Top 10 Travel Guide Seoul. Top 10 lists showcase the best places to visit in Seoul,
from Dongdaemun market to the grand royal palace of Gyeongbokgung. Seven easy-to-follow itineraries explore the
city's most interesting areas - from the arty district of Insadong to Bukhansan National Park - while reviews of the best
hotels, shops and restaurants in Seoul will help you plan your perfect trip.
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The Day of Honor is celebrated throughout the Klingon Empire. But every tradition had to being somewhere... Signi Beta
is an M-class planet ideal for farming. The Federation wants Signi Beta, but the Klingon Empire has the stronger claim.
Captain Kirk hates to lose the planet, especially to his old adversary, Commander Kor. Their mutual antagonism turns
into an uneasy alliance, however, when yet another alien fleet attacks both the Klingons and the U.S.S. Enterprise. Now
Kirk and Kor must rely on each other's honor -- or none of them may survive to wage their war again.
Captain Kirk and the crew of the Enterprise find themselves teamed with Klingons and Romulans against a galactic threat
that has been hushed up by their respective governments. --publisher.
Marine Auxiliary Machinery, Seventh Edition is a 16-chapter text that covers the significant advances in marine auxiliary
machinery relevant to the certification of competency examinations. The introductory chapters deal with the basic
components of marine machineries, such as propulsion system, heat exchanger, valves, and pipelines. The succeeding
chapters describe the pumps and pumping system, specifically the tanker and gas carrier cargo pumps. Considerable
chapters are devoted to the operation of machinery’s major components, including the propeller shaft, steering gear,
auxiliary power, bow thrusters, and stabilizers. Other chapters consider the refrigeration, heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning systems. The final chapters tackle the safety system of marine auxiliary machinery, particularly the fire
protection, safety, instrumentation, and control systems. This book will prove useful to marine and mechanical engineers.
Biography of Lorena Hickok, journalist and friend of Eleanor Roosevelt.
Deals with contemporary cultural and community topics with the help of engaging essays Provokes further thought through questions
Includes writing activities based on the essays to help readers write in Spanish as they take a stand on an issue Contains a minimum of two
readings in each chapter, each presenting different aspects of a particular debate on topics
This oversized lift-the-flap board book of a child's first 101 words has big, clearly labeled photos of objects in a baby and toddler's world with
an interactive puzzle activity on each spread. Identifying words and their meanings is an important foundational step in language
development for babies and toddlers, and Highlights brings Fun with a Purpose® into this essential learning. Babies will love looking at and
naming the photos in this sturdy book, while toddlers and parents will enjoy the lift-the-flap questions and answers that help them find the cute
red bird hidden on each spread.
Is veganism the right path for you? This book will give you all the information you need to make that very personal decision for yourself.
Doreen Virtue and Becky Black, M.F.T., R.D., show you that it isn't just the fat or carbohydrate content that counts when making dietary
choices—it's the “spiritual vibrational” quality of what you eat that truly makes a difference in how you look and feel. In this fascinating guide,
you'll learn how veganism can elevate your energy, help you become more psychic, and enhance your spiritual growth. You'll also read
practical and nutritionally sound tips on how to:· Ensure you get adequate protein and calcium· Increase your spiritual vibrations and gifts·
Reduce or eliminate your cravings for meat and dairy products· Adopt a cruelty-free lifestyle· Cook vegan meals for yourself and your family·
Deal with skeptical meat-eating friends and family members· Eat vegan meals at restaurants and while traveling
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Space. The final frontier. This is the voyage of the Starship Enterprise. Her five-year mission to explore strange new worlds? It continues
here, with the launch of "Year Four" in the Original Series' five-year mission.
When old Mr. Haktak digs up a curious brass pot in his garden, he has no idea what use it can be. On his way home, Mr. Haktak decides to
carry his coin purse in the mysterious pot. But when Mrs. Haktak's hairpin accidentally slips into the pot and she reaches in to retrieve it, the
magic of the pot is revealed. Not only are there two hairpins inside, but there are also two purses!
The first field guide to the birds of this varied and fascinating region and a companion to Birds of East Africa by two of the same authors.

A multidisciplinary index covering the journal literature of the arts and humanities. It fully covers 1,144 of the world's leading arts
and humanities journals, and it indexes individually selected, relevant items from over 6,800 major science and social science
journals.
When destiny called, she pressed 1 for more options With the name Robyn Fortune, shouldn't luck be a sure thing? Instead, black
clouds love me. All I did was show up at a family bar mitzvah and cue lightning . . . this huge storm blew in. My mom announced
she was leaving my dad and moving in with me. (Perfect! More competition on JDate.) I found out my boss planned to fire me.
(Help wanted: Be the exclusive makeup artist for a two-faced network news star.) My ex's gambling debts left me near bankruptcy.
(Please buy our wedding gifts on craigslist.) But, good news. I was offered money to date a man who had worse luck than me.
(Dear Visa, I hope you appreciate that I said yes.) If not for my friend Rachel, I would have chickened out. Instead, I went to his
apartment, spotted an old photo, and realized it was HIM! The boy I was mad for in college but never got to meet. And get this!
Turns out our paths had been crossing since birth. Coincidence or karma? Our finagling families wouldn't talk . . . until the day
destiny sent me on a wild ride that became my long lost spiritual journey. Ladies, take my advice. When fate knocks, answer the
damn door!
A New York Times Bestseller "Lash has reached the highest level of the biographer’s art…Astounding." —Wall Street Journal
Joseph P. Lash, Pulitzer Prize-winning biographer and National Book Award-winning writer of Eleanor and Franklin, turns to the
seventeen years Eleanor Roosevelt lived after FDR's death in 1945. Already a major figure in her own right, Roosevelt gained new
stature with her work at the United Nations and her contributions to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. She continued her
activism on behalf of civil rights, as well as her humanitarian work, which led President Harry Truman to call her the First Lady of
the World. Lash has created an extraordinary portrait of an extraordinary person.
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